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Recipients 
Rehabilitation Commission (MRC) Working with TAFDC 

DTA and MRC are working together to help TAFDC recipients with a 
mental and/or physical disability transition to economic self-sufficiency. 
The services provided by MRC will help TAFDC recipients wanting to 
prepare for work find and maintain employment of at least 20 hours per 
week. The interagency agreement is focused on job placement, short- 
term skills training and employment support programs. MRC will also 
provide job support services for a minimum of 90 days after job 
placement. 

Candidates for the program are TAFDC recipients determined disabled 
by Disability Evaluation Services (DES) and TAFDC recipients who do 
not meet the Department’s disability standards but may have some 
impairment hindering their ability to work. Participation is voluntary 
and there is no sanction for recipients who decide not to complete the 
program. 

DTA will make every effort to refer a minimum of 200 recipients 
statewide and MRC will make every effort to place at least 50 TAF’DC 
recipients referred by DTA into employment. 
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MRC Services MRC services may include any of the following services which will lead 
to employment: 

l Assessment, including diagnostic and related tests, as necessary to 
determine eligibility for MRC services and the nature and scope of 
services to be provided; 

l Counseling and guidance; 

l Work-related placement services; 

l Vocational and other training services; 

l Supported Employment services; 
t’ 

l Rehabilitation Technology; 

l Transportation necessary to participate in any vocational 
rehabilitation services; 

l Independent Living services; and 

l Other services which can reasonably be expected to benefit 
individuals with disabilities in finding employment. 

Who Will Be AU Managers will refer voluntary TAFDC recipients to MRC who: 
Referred to MRC 

l are exempt because they meet DTA’s disability standards for TAFDC 
and have been identified by DES or the AU Manager as likely to 
benefit from MRC services; or 

l do not meet DTA’s Disability Standards for TAFDC but whom DES 
or the AU Manager has identified as likely to benefit from MRC 
services. 

Note: DES will use the DES Tracking form to identify candidates 
who would benefit from MRC. 

Before any referral is made to MRC, the AU Manager must contact the 
recipient to determine if he or she is interested in participating. The AU 
Manager should direct the recipient to bring any available 
documentation of the disability to the MRC appointment. 
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Notice Mailing To help identify potential MRC candidates a staggered mailing will be 
sent in mid-February to all recipients who are currently exempt due to a 
disability (AR 09 and AR 10). The notice, titled Massachusetts 
Rehabilitation Commission (MRC) Working with TAFDC Recipients, will 
explain the services being offered through MRC and who is potentially 
eligible for these services. 

AU Manager For an exempt recipient who has been determined disabled and whom 
Responsibilities DES or the AU Manager has identified as likely to benefit from MRC 

services, the AU Manager should at each eligibility review inform the 
exempt recipient: 1’ 

. of the date that the DES disability determination period expires; . . 

l that services to get employment are available through MRC; 

l that DES has indicated that he or she may be able to work with 
certain accommodations, if applicable; and 

l that he or she will not be sanctioned for starting but not completing 
an MRC activity. 

Note: BEACON Release 1.0 will automatically sanction a recipient 
for not meeting the MRC activity. The AU Manager must 
enter a “good cause” reason to prevent the sanction. See page 
5 of this memo for further instructions. 

For a nonexempt recipient who has been denied by DES or has not 
applied for a disability exemption but has been identified by either DES 
or the AU Manager as having an impairment that hinders the ability to 
work, the AU Manager should inform the nonexempt recipient that: 

l services to obtain employment are available through MRC; 

l if work-program-required, the work program requirement must be 
met in addition to participation in MRC, except for those nonexempt 
recipients participating in MRC’s Supported Employment program at 
least 20 hours per week; and 

Note: The MRC activity will be entered on BEACON Release 1.0 as 
a secondary component for those recipients participating in 
another ESP activity. 
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AU Manager 
Responsibilities 
(continued) 

l he or she will not be sanctioned for starting but not completing an 
MRC activity; sanctions, however, for not meeting the requirements 
of all other ESP components apply. 

Note: BEACON Release 1.0 will automatically sanction a recipient 
for not meeting the MRC activity. The AU Manager must 
enter a “good cause” reason to prevent the sanction. See page 
5 of this memo for further instructions. 

MRC Referrals For both exempt and nonexempt recipients participating in the MRC 
component, the AU Manager must access BEACON Release 1.0 to: 

l complete/modify an EDP; 

l complete an ESP Assessment; t’ 

l generate a Referral and Response form for MRC services by selecting 
“Skills Training Services” as the activity and “MRC” as the resource, 
and link the referral to the resource “Mass.Rehab. (ESP Funded).” 
The resource will have been added by Central Of&e; 

Note: On the Referral and Response form include the recipient’s 
exempt/nonexempt status, work program status, disability 
duration (if applicable) and the months remaining on the 
clock. 

l give the original Referral and Response form fo the recipient; 

l direct the recipient to contact the local MRC office to set up an 
appointment; and 

l give a copy of the Referral and Response form along with the DES 
Tracking f&m, if applicable, to the DES Liaison, who will fax them to 
the local MRC office. 

Note: Upon receipt of the forms, MRC will attempt to contact the 
recipient if an appointment has not already been made by the 
recipient. 

MRC will fax the outcome of the appointment to the DES Liaison using 
the Referral and Response form. The DES Liaison will track the 
outcome and forward a copy of the Referral and Response form to the 
AU Manager who must: 

l enter the ESP Activity Disposition of the referral on BEACON 
Release 1.0; and 

l authorize child care and/or transportation services, if applicable. 
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Participation 
Requirements 

BEACON Release 1.0 will issue a monthly participation report for all 
recipients participating in this MRC component. When participation 
reports are returned, the AU Manager will enter the actual participation 
hours on BEACON Release 1.0. 

Note: Nonexempt recipients must continue to meet the TAFDC work 
program requirement in addition to participating in MRC 
programs, except for those participating in MRC Supported 
Employment at least 20 hours per week. Nonexempt recipients 
can be sanctioned for failure to meet the TAPDC work 
requirement, but not for failure to participate in the MRC 
component. 

t’ 

I 
I 

TAFDC recipients (exempt or nonexempt) participating in MRC must 
not be sanctioned if they do not meet the MRC requirement or change 
their minds about wanting to participate in the MRC component. AU 
Managers must check the following BEACON Release 1.0 views to 
monitor sanction information: 

. “Clients with Pending Sanctions” View; and 

. “Clients with Sanctions” View. 
. 

If the jarticipant does not meet the MRC requirement or the participation 
report is not returned, the AU Manager will: 

l enter the “good cause” reason for not meeting the MRC requirement 
to prevent the recipient from being sanctioned; and 

l contact the recipient to schedule an appointment to discuss the 
reason(s) for not participating. 

If the recipient no longer wants to participute in MRC, the AU Manager 
must: 

l modify the EDP by accessing the ESP Activity Disposition window 
and terminating the MRC activity; and 

l notify the DES Liaison of the termination. 
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MRC 
Responsibilities 

MRC is responsible for: 

l scheduling an appointment with the recipient within 10 days of the 
DTA referral, whenever possible; 

. completing and returning a completed DTA Referral and Response 
form to the DES Liaison within five working days after the 
recipient’s appointment; and 

l informing the DES Liaison of eligibility or ineligibility 
determinations as they occur. 

Note: MRC will determine those recipie&s with the most significant 
disability eligible for MRC. Eligibility determinations will 
generally be completed by MRC in 30 days or less. MRC may 
determine the disability of some individuals not severe 
enough to be eligible for MRC services. 

If the recipient is determined eligible, MRC will provide the DES 
Liaison with the following information: 

l the services being implemented for each individual with an approved 
Individual Plan for Employment (IPE); 

l job placement details within 10 days of the start date of a job; 

l the reason for termination of the IPE, whether successful or 
unsuccessful, including the reason a participant did not complete the 
training, if applicable; and 

. monthly updates on the progress of recipients receiving services from 
MRC. 

DES Liaison Each TAO’s DES Liaison will be the contact person between DTA and 
Responsibilities the local MRC office. The DES Liaison is responsible for: 

. contacting the local MRC office to inform them of referred recipients 
by faxing a copy of the Referral and Response form (Attachment A 
contains a list of MRC Area Directors) and the DES Tracking form to 
provide additional information such as a DES recommendation to 
participate and any details on the disability, if applicable; 

Note: The first contact with an MRC office regarding this program 
will be with the MRC Area Director, who will at that time 
identify the MRC Liaison for all future contacts. 
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DES Liaison . receiving returned Referral and Response forms from MRC and 
Responsibilities providing a copy to the AU Manager; 
(continued) 

. receiving monthly updates from MRC on the sixth of each month 
regarding the status of each recipient referred to MRC; 

. scheduling quarterly meetings with the MRC Liaison to discuss 
operational issues and any recommendations for operational 
modifications; 

l being the contact person for MRC to report changes in a recipient’s 
circumstances, such as entering into employment or termination of 
an activity, etc.; r 

Note: Eligibility circumstances may change because a recipient is 
enrolled in a short-term MRC component (reimbursed by 
DTA) and becomes engaged in a long-term MRC training 
program such as community college (MRC is not reimbursed 
by DTA). Referred recipients have the option of choosing 
among all MRC services. In this instance the DES Liaison 
would direct the AU Manager to enter the activity under 
regular MRC services not under “Skills Training Services.” 

. informing local MRC offices of changes in referred recipients! 
exemption status, work program requirements and AU closings; 

l maintaining an MRC Participation log (see Attachment B) that 
includes the referred recipient’s name and SSN, the participation 
activity, job placement status, termination status and reason, if 
applicable; and 

l sending the MRC Participation log to the Regional Director on the 
10th of each month. The first log should be sent on March 10,2001. 
The log is an ongoing list that follows the status of referred 
recipients. 

Questions Policy-related questions should be directed by the Hotline designee to 
the Policy Hotline at (617) 3488478. Systems-related questions should 
be directed to Customer Service at (617) 3485290. 
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SO"TIIEAST DISTRIC: 
Ann I(clly 
88R Purchase sue‘?, 
New Bedford, ht.4 0274” 
W8,991-7366. 74563 
FAX: (508) 991-7647 

GR NEW BEDFORD AREA 
Peter Ricmd 
888 Purchase Strec, 
Nrw Bedhni, MA 02740 
(508)9934255,7-,310 
FAX: (508) 979.8554 

GR NORTH ADAMS AREA 
Dennis Collins 
85 Main Street 

ADMINISTRATION 
Elmer c, Bare 

GR FALL RIVER AREA 
Margaret Amarante (k,insl 
170 Pleasant smect 
,:a,, River. MA 02721 
(508,678-9041.7-4578 
FAX: (508) 676.2734 

GR FITCHBURG AREA 
John Hackett 
16 Summer Steet 

BOSTON DISTRICT 
George Brockc. Jr. 
59 Tcmole Place. #320 
Bostan,‘MA 02; I I 
(617) 423.3507 
FAX: (617) 695.9114 

CR SPRINGFIELD AR, 
Mqlcc Daniclr 
16 Fort Street 
Springfield, MA 0,103 
(d/3) 736-7296. 155-v 
FAX: (413) 737-5693 

CR. BROCKTON ARE.4 
Georee Shemi 

Fitchburg, MA 0,420 
(508) 792.7380, w (978) 345.1713 
FAX: (978,343-6949 

No* AdamS, MA 0,247 
(113) 663-5391 
FAX: (413,6667963 

CR STURBRIDGE ARF 
Leonard Cooper 

NORTHEAST DISTRICT 
Lorraine Barn 

CR. GREENFIELD AREA 
1.imolhv Plwf 
238 k&n street 
Greenfield, MA 01301 
(413) 774-2326 
FAX: (4,3,774-4654 

5 Middlerex *uenue, 3rd Floor 
Somcwille, MA 02145 
(617) 776-J 18,. l-7930,7-7846 
FAX: (617) 776-;?3 I 

CR PITTSFIELD AREA 
Elii Cmnin 
6 Clinton Avenue 
Pittsf*,d, MA 0,201 
(413) ‘w-2720 
FAX: (613) 443-,835 

Sturbridge, MA 01566 
(508,34,-,661 
FAX: (508) 347-5743 

GR TAUNTON AREA 
Marcel Dube 
2 I S~dn.e, Sfset, Suite 8 
Ta&;MA 02780 
(508) 823-8L41.74592 
FAX: (508) 821.3796 

(508) 583.mo, 7-8728 
FAX (J&9,427-5788 

GR BROOKLINE AREA 
Hobm Nichols 
320 Warhingtan St.. 2nd Floor 
Brwldine. MA 02445.6850 
(617) 73%9080,7-7163 
FAX: (617) 232-9256 

GR HOLYOKE AREA 
Eugene Sullivan 
I87 Hi& Stxet 
Holy&, MA 0,040 
(113) 536-8200 
FAX: (4,3) 533-5022 

GR PLYMOUTH AREA 
Edward (T&J Mello 
40 h&trial Pk. Rd., Suite 206 
Plymouth, MA 02360 
(508) 747-5922.7.7538,9 
FA);: (SO@ 830-1899 

GR WALPOLE AREA 
Allen Blood 

.s5 West SLral, suite 3 
Walpolc, MA 02081 
(508,668.8912.7-7195 
FAX: (SOS) 668.9655 

GR QUINCY AREA GR QUINCY AREA WESTERN DISTRICT 
Neil McNeil Neil McNeil Edward Mangini 
275 Hancock Street 275 Hancock Street 16A Fort Street 
North Quiicy, MA North Quiicy, MA 0217 I 0217 I Springfield, ht.4 01103 
(6/7)471-1600.7-8978 (6/7)471-1600.7-8978 (413) 781.7420, 155-58 
FAX: (617) 770-1893 FAX: (617) 770-1893 FAX: (113) 732-8627 

GR CAPE & ISLANDS AREA 
Jorge Mcssmer 
77 Hiti School Road Ext~ 
Hyannis, MA 02601 
(508,862..5600,862-6643 
FAX: (508) 7904926 

GR LAWRENCE AREA 
Kevin Costello 
One Parker street 
south Lawrence, MA 0,843 
(978) 685-173,. 7-5808 
FAX: (978) 975-9907 

CENTRAL DISTRICT 
Walter Werolarki 
17 Mechanic, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 8250 
Worccrlcr, MA 01614 
(508) 792.7280 
FAX: (508,799-9523 

StatewideProjects md Policy 
Gary Hale 
27 Womwocd SmeeL Suite 600 
Boston, MA 02210 
(617) 204-3730, 7.16W 
FAX (617) 727.2793 

GR LOWELL AREA 
Carolyn Langwin 
325 Chelmsford Street 
Lowell, MA 0,851 
(9z3,458-I544,7&32 
FAX (978,937-9879 

GR WOBURN AREA 
Robert Coughlin 
5W WCS, Cummings Park 
Room 2050 
Wobum,MA 01801 
(78,) 932-9163.74270 
FAX: (78,) 937-3676 
GR WORCESTER CIT 
Michael Garvey 
17 Mechanic, Suite 3Wl 
P.0. Box Box 8249 
WOM~U, MA 01614 
(50X,792-7280 
FAX: (508,7!%-1576 

GR ROXBIJRY AREA 
Debra Britton-Florrs 
40 Dimock Strat 
Roxhury, MA 02 I 19 
(6/7) 442-5510 
FAX: (617,442.5724 

CR SALEM AREA 
Jean Costello 
4s conglw stret, Building P3 
Salem, MA 01970 
(978) 745-8085.7-1780 
FAX (978) 745.9063 

CR SOMERVILLE AREA 
James Sama 
5 Middlcsex Avenue, 3rd Floor 
Somcwillc, MA 02145 
(617) 776-2662.74679 
FAX: (617,776.1331 

GR MALDEN AREA 
James (Rick, Conway 
I57 Pleasant Street 
Mam”, MA 02148 
(78,) 324-7160.7-1548 
FAX (78,) 388-9345 

Statewide Employment Services 
Claire T. Ghioni 
27 Wamlwood Street 
Boston, MA 02210 
(6,,,204-3854 
FAX: (617)204-3847 

GR MILFORD AREA 
Dino DeBarColameis 
Home National OlTticc Plaza 
104 Medway bad 
Milf0rd, MA 01757 
(SOS) 792.7750 
FAX: (508) 6346746 
GR NATICK AREA 
METRO-WEST DIsnuCT 
Jancie Ngau 
251 west ce”Ual street 
&tick. MA 01760 
(508) 651-7531.74208 
FAX (508) 655.8799 

GR DOWNTOWN BOSTON 
Tlmmac K0ltajahn 
59 Temple Place. Suite 905 
B0lt.m. MA 021 I I 
W/7)357-8137 
FAXz (6,7)482-5576 
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MRC Participation Log 
Attachment 

TAO: Ilate: 

Fill in the name, SSN and date of each recipient referred to MRC. Enter the referral status and date for each 
recipient as reported on the Disposition section of the Referral and Response form. In the Participation ActiviQ 
column, state the services the recipient is receiving or received and the dates. For recipients who obtained 
employment, enter the start date. For recipients with a terminated IPE, enter the termination reason and date. 

Referred Recipient NamelSSN 
and Date of Referral 

Referral 
Status/ 
Date 
(Eligibility 
Approved/ 
Denied) 

Participation 
Activity/Date 

IPE 
Rec’d 
Date 

Job Placement 
(Yes/No) 
If yes, enter the 
start date 

-- 

-. 

c 

.L 

L 

Terminated IPE 
(Yes/No) 
If yes, enter the 
reason and 
termination date , 

: 




